
 

  

 

BITeamwork: Dynamic Dashboard Documentation 

Introduction to Dynamic Documentation in OBIEE via BITeamwork 
This document discusses how your investment in Oracle Business Intelligence (OBIEE) with the addition of the 

BITeamwork plugin can provide a dynamic and context sensitive way to create persistent documentation or 

descriptive data for your dashboards.  Within minutes of installing BITeamwork’s Collaborative BI framework with no 

coding, no development work, and only native front-end access dynamic documentation is possible. No passwords or 

credentials ever need to be exposed outside of OBIEE. Dynamic Documentation for OBIEE via BITeamwork is perfect 

for companies needing to express changing information in a textual manner using certain authorized users to convey 

the information in a natively intuitive manner. 

http://www.biteamwork.com 

 

* Available in version of BITeamwork 3.4.9+ 
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Background on Dynamic Documentation System within OBIEE 

Previous attempts at using OBIEE to communicate no numeric data has failed and users need a robust system in 

which they can provide clear dynamic data to highlight details about a particular dashboard or area of discussion. 

Users need to have the ability to determine whether this non-data information is tied to data or not. Most 

importantly the content within this documentation need to rich, providing the author or contributor of the 

information with a palette of rich text editing which will enable their message to be expressed as they so desire. 

Whether that be through words (bolded, underlined, etc.) or if it means adding an image or even a hyperlink to 

supporting detail, this should be available in an intuitive interface. 

Moreover, Dynamic Documentation from BITeamwork does not require a standard end user or author of the content 

to edit a dashboard using the standard OBIEE dashboard editing interface, which can be a potential security risk. 

Instead, using BITEamwork, access is given with BITeamwork itself and the dynamic documentation entry can be 

created with a few simple clicks. After BITeamwork is installed, all the author of a Dynamic Documentation entry 

needs is their imagination and what they wish to convey. 

This was just a bit of background to let you know how we know that this is an tremendously important feature for 

Oracle BI customers.  Now, continue on to learn step-by-step how to create dynamic documentation in your OBIEE 

dashboards. 

Prerequisites: 

● Must have BITeamwork 3.4.9 or above installed and running 

○ Upgrade to the latest version in order to ensure compatibility with all features herein 
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How-To Create a Dynamic Documentation View 
This section provides a step-by-step walkthrough of how to create an OBIEE dashboard Dynamic Documentation view. 

You may easily substitute your own subject area and information for those otherwise used throughout this document. 

Create an OBIEE Analytics/Answers Report  

1. Using any subject area at your disposal from your OBIEE system, create an OBIEE analysis request by: 

a. Click on the New Analysis option from the menu bar 

b. Select the Subject Area that would be most relevant to you dynamic documentation view you will 

wish to create. 

 

 

In this case, we are selecting A - Sample Sales from the menu 

 

2. Drag any metric column from the subject area into the Criteria columns area 

3. Click on the Edit Formula option 

4. Rename the column to something similar to, Dashboard Doc, by clicking the Custom Headings checkbox 

a. You can be cavalier here and suffix the name or use a name that is useful to you as you may create 

other analysis requests for the use of dynamic documentation so keeping a naming standard is 

practical. For example, name the column, Quarterly Close Review, or BU Overview 

5. Change the Aggregation of the column to either, COUNT or SUM 

a. This is used so that the record itself is consolidated as a single point of reference and aggregates so 

that only one record could possibly appear in the column at any given time 

b. NOTE: This is very important. Only one record can appear for this particular column that was selected 

from the subject area. The aggregation selection makes this easy for you to follow these steps. Later 

you may wish to create a dummy column in your RPD so that you use one column to act as the 

reference point for your dynamic documentation reference for the analysis request 
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6. Close the Edit Column Formula window for the column in question by clicking the OK button 

7. Click the Save icon button to save the analysis  

 

 

 

8. Create a new folder by clicking the new folder icon within the /Shared Folders area to store all of the 

respective Dynamic Documentation reports that you may eventually create and name it something you might 

remember 

a. For example BITeamwork Dynamic Docs 

 

 

 

9. Click the OK button to create the new folder 

10. Enter the name of the report in the Name field, for example, DD_Quarterly_Reporting_Documentation 
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11. Save the analysis in this location by clicking the OK button 

 

Edit the OBIEE Analytics/Answers Report Column Formula and Properties 

1. Edit the column of the analysis request that you just created by selecting the Edit Formula option from the 

column options menu 

2. In the Column Formula field, enter the below syntax, replacing any existing text. We’ll explain in detail the use 

of this BITeamwork API a later in this section. 

 

'<div id="twICDiv_" class="twICDiv" twTextBoxCSS="width:250px;" twRId="'  
 
'"></div>' 

 
NOTE: It is very important to initially leave the blank row intact. This will be filled in with your unique 
combination of data, variables or columns which will make each row distinguishingly unique in order to 
reference the comment API. This will be explained further at the bottom of this example. 
 

 
 

3. In the blank row enter a concatenation symbol (||), the double pipe,  so that the criteria column(s) from your 
subject area selections can be added to the string text you entered in the step above in order for it to form a 
single string statement which will basically create a superkey.  

4. Add a column from the Subject Areas section on the left which specifies a single roll-up value of the data 
a. For example, select one of the following key dimension values such as Year, as this is a roll-up that 

would fully aggregate the metric so that only a one row result appears. This is important for Dynamic 
Dashboard Documentation. Inline Cell Commenting is the opposite where the idea is to strive for 
uniqueness of an individual row amongst other potentials. Here we just want to return a single row 
result when we run the analysis. 

b. Remember: Use the little right arrow between the Subject Area box area and the Column Formula 
text area to move a selected column into the Column Formula text area. 
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5. Add another set of double pipes (||) as necessary to complete the concatenation after the column you just 

put in place in the Column Formula area 
 

'<div id="twICDiv_" class="twICDiv" twTextBoxCSS="width:250px;" twRId="'  
|| "Time"."T05 Per Name Year" || 
'"></div>' 

 
 

 
 

NOTE: 
The syntax for the concatenation filling in the blank row from above is: 
|| "Time"."T05 Per Name Year" || 
 
Here there are two columns used to distinguish each unique row in the table for which a comment will be 
associated. 
 
Preceding the initial double pipe (||) is: 
twRId=”’  (after the twRId= there is a double-quote and then a single-quote) 
 
At the end of the last double pipe (||) there is: 
‘“></div>’ (a single-quote and then a double-quote followed by ></div> and a single-quote) 

 
6. Click the OK button to close the Edit Column Formula dialog window. 

a. There should be no errors in the syntax formula as the syntax is completely compliant with the Oracle 
BI parsing syntax for an custom column formula. If you have a syntax error then inspect your logic 
before proceeding. 

7. Open the Column Properties of this column by clicking on the “Column Properties” option in the  column 
options menu 
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8. Select the Data Format tab 
9. Check the Override Default Data Format checkbox 
10. Select the HTML option from the Treat Text as dropdown 

 
 

11. Click the Interaction tab 
12. Change both Primary Interaction dropdowns off the Interaction tab to None 

 

 
 

13. Click the OK button to close the Column Properties window 
14. Save the ad-hoc analysis request by clicking the save icon button. 

Add Analysis Request/Report to Existing or New Dashboard Page 
1. Create a new dashboard page, dashboard, or open an existing dashboard page 

2. Edit the dashboard per normal by clicking on the Edit Dashboard option if already existing and select the 

dashboard page you wish to use 

3. Find a location on the Dashboard Editor where you wish to place the Dynamic Documentation view 

4. Locate the newly created analysis request in the Catalog section of the dashboard editor that you saved in the 

previous set of steps 

5. Drag it into the dashboard editor section location you desire 
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a. Once placed on the dashboard you may later adjust the sizing or other section attributes native to the 

OBIEE object placed in the dashboard layout.  Please conduct this with some iterative testing only 

after you have complete all of the steps in this guide and you have completed an understanding of the 

Dynamic Dashboard layout options and features.  

6. Save the dashboard 

7. Run the dashboard to view your results. 

 

NOTE (Troubleshooting Multiple Rows):  If you’ve chosen a metric that is related to the data model in such a 

way that many rows are returned then this column may need to have a  predicate/filter added to the Criteria 

tab. If this is the case then return to the analysis Criteria tab and add a new filter such as Year with one 

specific value. This filter will ultimately have nothing to do with dashboard comment unless no values are ever 

returned for the filter. 

 

8. Ensure that you result of the analysis on the dashboard resembles a single row input box on the dashboard 

page. 

 

 

Edit the Analysis Request and use the BITeamwork API  
1. Return to the analysis and edit it so that you can begin configuring it for the dynamic documentation view 

 

NOTE: You must configure the analysis with additional BITeamwork API logic in the column to include 

additional attributes for dynamic documentation. The configuration that you had completed in the previous 

step was similar to the inline cell commenting feature. Dynamic Documentation is based on the inline cell 

commenting API. This provides BITeamwork with the ability to stay within the capabilities of the inherent 

OBIEE system. 

 

2. Click on the menu option for the column and select the Edit Formula option 

3. Update the twRId attribute so that it has a hard-coded prefix by inserting the following arbitrary text after 

twRId=”, dash_doc_area_x_ 

NOTE: You are entering the text after the double-quotes(“) but before the single quote (‘) 
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twRId="dash_doc_area_x_'  

 

4. Modify the existing formula so that it includes several attributes which correlate the BITeamwork API to 

signify this as a dynamic documentation view formula.  Add the following attributes: 

○ twAPI_ilc_actions_visible=”true” 

○ twAPI_html_only=”true” 

○ twAPI_html_doc_mode=”true” 

 

'<div id="twICDiv_" class="twICDiv" twAPI_ilc_actions_visible="true" 
twTextBoxCSS="width:250px;" twAPI_html_only="true" 
twAPI_html_doc_mode="true" twRId="dash_doc_area_x_'  || "Time"."T05 Per Name 
Year" || '"></div>' 

 

 

 

5. Click the OK button the close the Edit Formula window 

6. Save the report 

 

Return to the Dashboard to View the Dynamic Documentation View  
1. Open the dashboard again to view the now engaged dynamic documentation view 

2. Notice how the view area contains an input area awaiting input and also a link stating, Add Context 

Documentation or Add New Document In Context 
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3. Click on the Add Context Documentation or Add New Document In Context link 

4. In the editor that pops up, enter in the text field some initial documentation text that you would want 

displayed to the end users. For example, enter the text, This is a demonstration of dynamic documentation 

5. Click the Submit or Save Comment button/link under the text input area 

6. View the dynamic dashboard documentation view in effect on the dashboard page 

 

 

 

7. Click the icon menu image button and select Make Editable then acknowledge the confirmation prompt. 

 

 

8. Click the menu again and select the Edit Content option 
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9. Update the dynamic documentation text area by entering the following syntax.  

This is a demonstration of the BITeamwork Dynamic Documentation functionality. 

 

NOTE: Copy and Paste the syntax above or input your own text 

 

 

 

10. Click the Submit or Save Comment button/link under the text input area 

11. View the results of the dynamic documentation that you’ve just created. 

 

NOTE: This is an example of the type of dynamic documentation that you can create using the BITeamwork 

system. The opportunity exists for a user to create this rich text via HTML or via editing the content using the 

rich text options available in the display of the advanced editor prompt.  This may take a bit of iteration and 

trial to utilize the rich text options to get the dynamic layout that you seek. However, the rich text and layout 

is all HTML based so either using the advanced editor or editing the HTML directly you should achieve the 

results that you desire.  

 

12. Click the menu image button for the dynamic documentation view and select Edit Content option again 

13. Click the icon (<>) for Source Code option in the advanced editor 
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14. Clear the contents within the text area of the modal window pops up after you’ve selected the Source Code 

option. 

15. Enter or copy and paste the text below into this area then click the OK button 

 

This is a <strong>demonstration</strong> of the <span style="color: #ff0000;"><strong>BITeamwork 
Dynamic Documentation</strong></span> functionality.<br /><br /> 
<table style="height: 146px;" width="456"> 
<tbody> 
<tr> 
<td>Business Unit</td> 
<td>Details and Notes</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td> 
<ul> 
<li>Department #1</li> 
<li>Department #2</li> 
<li>Department #3</li> 
</ul> 
</td> 
<td> 
<ul> 
<li>Notes #1</li> 
<li>Notes #2</li> 
<li>Notes #3</li> 
</ul> 
</td> 
</tr> 
</tbody> 
</table> 

 

You may need to expand the Edit Content window to now fit or adjust the content. You can do so by clicking 

and dragging on the bottom right corner of the window. 
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16. Click the Submit button after you’ve reviewed the text area 

17. View the dashboard dynamic documentation you’ve created and notice that your dynamic dashboard 

documentation now has rich text and an HTML table structure for laying out your content.  

Using Templates for Layouts 
Pre-defined HTML or plain text structures which can be inserted into the advanced editor were introduced in version 

3.6 of BITeamwork as a proof of concept for providing a repeatable starting point for dashboard documentation 

layouts. This is currently available only for dynamic dashboard documents. 

To use the insert template functionality: 

1. Create or edit a dynamic dashboard document object 

2. Click the Insert Template button from the advanced editor menu bar 

 

3. Select a layout option from the Templates dropdown menu 

 

4. View the appearance of the HTML layout or text of the template in the main area of the popup to ensure the 

template you wish to select is visible 

5. Click the OK button at the bottom of the popup to accept and close the Insert Template popup 
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6. Edit the now inserted template structure within the advanced editor to your liking. Editing this inserted layout 

does not impact the stored layout. Your edits will only be reflected in the dynamic dashboard document 

object with which you are currently working. 

NOTE: As of version 3.6, the ability to create new layouts is unavailable. Enhancement requests are currently 
being taking from our advisory customers to fully understand use cases and extensibility requirements. Future 
releases will allow developers to place template files into a file system folder on the OBIEE server and 
dynamically have up to 20 templates available for end users to choose.  

 

Deleting the Dashboard Documentation Item 
Dynamic Dashboard Documentation seeks to store one  item per comment context intersection, based on dashboard 

prompting or otherwise. Deleting the dashboard documentation item based on prompt context or in general by using 

the sub-menu option removes the respective dashboard documentation from view for all users. However, from a 

technical perspective that document is still stored in the BITeamwork metadata repository, it is merely “soft deleted” 

from the system, so that operational mistakes have potential for being recovered. To delete a dashboard document 

item, follow the steps below. 

1. Open the OBIEE dashboard page containing a dynamic dashboard document item. 

2. Click on the sub- menu item icon and select the Delete Content option 

 

3. Click the OK button to confirm the warning message 

 

4. Done 
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Additional Configurations for Context Sensitivity 
When verifying if the context sensitivity of the dashboard documentation is working, it is best to add a prompt to the 

dashboard which allows you to modify the context of the dashboard page. 

Create a Dashboard Prompt Relating to the Custom Formula Configuration 

Based on the examples you’ve completed above, please create a dashboard prompt with those added attributes such 

as “Per Name Year” and add the Dashboard Prompt to the dashboard page where your Dynamic Dashboard 

Documentation item now resides. 

1. Change the value of the dashboard prompt to a specific value that you will be able to recall as test scenario #1 

a. In the examples of this doc, change a Year prompt to select only the value, 2010 

2. Change the value of the dashboard prompt to a specific value that you will be able to recall as test scenario #2 

a. In the examples of this doc, change a Year prompt to select only the value, 2011 

3. Change the value of the dashboard prompt to a specific value that you will be able to recall as test scenario #3 

a. In the examples of this doc, change a Year prompt to select only the value, 2012 

4. Now, change the prompt value to select the value from scenario #1, 2010, and notice the value of the 

dynamic dashboard documentation change to the text you originally input in scenario #1 

Test Scenario Prompt #1 Name/Value Prompt #2 Name/Value Input In Comment Field to Save 

#1 Year = 2010  A 2010 Comment to test... 

#2 Year = 2011  A 2011 Comment to test... 

#3 Year = 2012  A 2012 Comment to test... 

 

You can continue running these types of test until you feel comfortable with the functionality.  

Please keep in mind that if in your Analysis request, that was created for the dynamic documentation purpose, if you 

use a column to concatenate the main ID attribute field, then any prompt change for that concatenated value will 

change the document rendering context. If you have not provided a dynamic column concatenation in the custom 

formula field for the main ID attribute, then it will not always change unless you specifically create a new dynamic 

dashboard document item for the specific context as you would in the multiple scenario example above. 

NOTE: It is also a good idea during testing to add a Filters view to the bottom of the compound layout for the report 

in question as your are developing the test scenarios above. This will give you a better reference for any applied 

filters. 
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Using Dynamic Dashboard Content Layout Templates 
The use of the dynamic dashboard input is very flexible.The rich text editor can display regular text, rich text, and 

HTML. For the more complex appearing content layouts on will need to make use of the HTML layouts which is 

usually accomplished by using a combination of tables, and enhancing the properties of the rows and columns.  

There are few templates that are delivered out of the box. Power users and administrators of BITeamwork can create 

their own templates so that other users of the dynamic dashboard documentation may use them. Typically for an 

advanced layout a business user will mock up a template layout idea in PowerPoint or Excel, they will then task the 

OBIEE/BITeamwork administrator with creating a similar layout using the BITeamwork system, and once completed 

by able to select the template as an option on any future dynamic dashboard documents they create going forward. 

Read on to see how to create the Dynamic Dashboard Document layout templates. 

Pre-requisites: 

● You must configure the BITeamwork Home Directory and the Environment URI settings in the BITeamwork 

Control Panel 

 

To get started creating the layout templates consider a few things: 

1. The request for templates should be based on business requirements 

2. The OBIEE/BITEamwork administrator will need to create these and have access to the OBIEE server edit the 

templates.  
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3. Design the templates in dynamic dashboard advanced editor then use the source button to copy the code of 

your design into a file to then be used as a layout template 

Create a Dynamic Dashboard (DynDoc) Documentation Layout Templates  

Follow the example in this section to create a basic template with some text and a table. Then you’ll copy the source 

code of the template, paste it into an HTML file, save the HTML file to the server in the correct location, and then use 

the template in a new DynDoc. 

1. Create a DynDoc as you’ve read in the above instruction examples earlier in this document 

2. Enter the text, Header 1 Layout 

3. Click the ‘enter’ key to begin a new line 

4. Click the table icon button in the advanced editor and drag in the cell so that the blocks are 2x2 

5. Enter some random text in the rows of the first column 

6. Right-click in the bottom-left cell, and select Cell > Cell Properties 

7. Click the Advanced tab of the Cell Properties pop-up and enter “lightblue” (without quotes) in the 

background-color field then click the OK button 

8. Click the Source Code icon button (<>) in the advanced editor 

9. Click and select all (Ctrl + A) of the text here in this Source Control popup 

10. Open a text editor (Notepad, Notepad++, etc.)  

11. Paste the source code 

12. Save the new file in the text editor somewhere on your desktop, in a location that you will remember with the 

name of header1_template.html 

The template is now created but you must manually move the newly saved file to the OBIEE server system. You can 

give this to your OBIEE administrator or you can SSH, SCP, or FTP the file to the location in the next step. 

13. Move the file to the OBIEE server and place it in the following location 

<FMW_HOME>/BITeamwork/config/tinymce/templates/ 

14. Examine the directory and view that a few templates already reside in this folder. All templates must be 

named with a unique name in order to show in the template list, you’ll see in the next few steps. 

The above few steps with the OBIEE administrator now placed the template on the OBIEE Server to be recognized by 

BITeamwork. If you are in a scaled-out or HA environment  you will need to place the file on each server’s 

FMW_HOME/BITeamwork. directory. 

15. Return to the OBIEE dashboard  

16. Edit or Add a new DynDoc content so that the Advanced Editor appears. 

17. Click on the far right Templates icon button. 

18. Click the Templates dropdown list and notice that the title of your template file just uploaded is now visible. 

19. Click on your template file and notice in the preview window that it is just as you created it before.  

You can now use the template on any future dyndocs that you create.  
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NOTE: Once you select a template for a dyndoc, regardless to any future changes to the template used, it will 
no longer be linked to your dyndoc. Any future changes to either are independent of each other thereafter. 

 

Using PDF Layout Templates 
In order to satisfy the invariable changes each company would have for the common appearance of their PDF output 

relating to data and commentary exported from the OBIEE dashboard, BITeamwork now uses XSL-FO layout 

templates to facilitate customizations of PDF layouts.  

Pre-requisites: 

● You must configure the BITeamwork Home Directory and the Environment URI settings in the BITeamwork 

Control Panel 

 

By default BITeamwork, provides a print to PDF option print comments on a dashboard page, dashboard, and also 

those limited to a respective view (table, pivot table, etc.). This is indeed a benefit of the system, however, the default 

template out-of-the-box uses a generic header, footer, and always lists the commentary in text format.   In order to 

provide customers with a bespoke experience, the OBIEE/BITeamwork administrator can now access and create their 

own XSL-FO templates or customize the ones provides as examples. Typical basic use cases for customers will be to 

remove the header or all text from printing in the document, add their company logo, or to manipulate the text in the 

footer. 

To create or edit a PDF template follow the steps below. It is highly recommended to use one of the existing 

configuration files in the directory and customize it - do not build one from scratch unless you are an advanced 

XSL-FO user. 
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1. Locate the directory on the OBIEE server <FMW_HOME>/BITeamwork/config/xls/templates/ 

2. Notice that there are two files existing in the directory already. These files are used by default to assist with 

the PDF printing layout. 

As of BITeamwork 3.7, there should only be two files in this directory. This is a limitation and by design. You 

may create sub-folders as needed in order to stash your works in progress or old versions of your templates 

for later reference without impacting the system. An example subfolder with some older template examples 

is already existing. 

3. Make a backup copy of the file with the .xsl only file extension. Be sure to save the original somewhere or 

rename the extension from .xsl to .orig<timestamp> and then move the original into the existing sub-folder. 

4. Edit the file within the main templates folder using a text editor (VI, Notepad, Notepad++) 

Notice how the file is XML based. This means that anyone with a bit of HTML or XML knowledge should be 

familiar with how to edit the content at a basic level even if they are not experts. 

Let’s run through a quick end-to-end example of how this works. Some of the editing is subjective so you’ll run 

through a basic example of editing the file and then running the file to see the changes in the end product PDF. 

5. Scroll towards the bottom of the XSL file that you have open in your editor 

6. Look for #END# (use the editor search to make the hunt easier) 

7. Change the text to a single dash (“-”) which will be used to mark the end of the PDF so users understand that 

no more content is to follow. 

8. Save the file. 

9. Return to the dashboard 

10. Click on the dashboard options menu button in the upper-right just below the sign-off and my account areas 

11. Click the Print Comments/Content option 

12. View the PDF when it renders and scroll to the bottom and notice you “-” symbol. 

13. Return to the text editor and edit the XSL file once more 

14. in the XSL file locate the footer tag 

15. Now modify the text by replacing the first part of what is already there. 

16. Save the XSL file, return to the dashboard, and use the same option used before to print the PDF. 

17. Notice the difference in the footer? 

18. Return to the text editor and edit the XSL file for the last time in this exercise 

19. Towards the top of the XSL file, notice the section called Header 

20. Comment out the entire “Header” tag section starting from its beginning <Header> tab to the ending 

</Header> tag as seen in the example screenshot below. 

21. Save the XSL file, return to the dashboard, and use the same option used before to print the PDF. 

As you’ve seen in the above steps testing your updates to the file is simple: 

1. Edit an existing XSL template file 

2. Modify the file by hiding removing or adjusting elements 
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3. Save the file 

4. Run the file 

NOTE: You may notice that there are a few variables starting and ending with “***” in the XSL file. These are 
template variables that can or cannot be used by BITeamwork. There is some general logic surfaced by OBIEE 
and BITeamwork replaces those variables at runtime with the real values from the system. 

 

Printing Images to PDF 

Changing Report Default Rendering Options 

OBIEE 11g has a default configuration for rendering all graphs and charts with Adobe Flash. This is a near antiquated 

technology for visualizations rendering although it works reliably well on browsers that have installed the Flash 

plugins. In the future all graphs and charts for OBIEE will render in SVG, or HTML5, doing away with closed standards 

of Flash technology.  

If desiring BITeamwork out of the box to print images other than those from tables and pivot tables then there are 

two options as of BITeamwork 3.7: Using Server Driven Capture Configuration for Images rendering, Modify the 

default graphic rendering for a single analysis(report) or the entire OBIEE system. This section discusses the later and 

provides an example for manipulating the chart and graph rendering mode so that it may be collected by BITeamwork 

more readily. 

1. Open and existing analysis (report) in OBIEE 

2. Click on the Advanced tab (it resides along the same tab set as the Criteria, Results, Prompts… tabs) 

3. In the Advanced XML section, copy (ctrl + a) all of the XML text from this box 
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4. Open your favorite text editor (Notepad, Notepad++, etc) 

5. Paste the copied XML content into a new document in the text editor 

6. Search for the text defaultDisplay or the text flash 

 

7. If you find the attribute change the value of flash to png. 
8. Copy the entire XMLtext from this working notepad location 

9. Return to the dashboard Advanced tab and paste the text in the Text Field  

10. Click the Apply XML button under the Analysis XML section. 

11. Save the analysis by clicking the save button icon 

12. Return to the dashboard and attempt to the print again. This time it should print the chart image as intended. 

Using Server Driven Capture Configuration 

BITeamwork captures all images based on the design and layout of the dashboard or analysis page as an image 

representing the dashboard, table, or report as FireFox 30+ webbrowser would lwee the image. If an image does not 

originate from the corporate domain, or the domain on which the current OBIEE installation being used for testing, 

resides, then the image may not be visible.  
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One way BITeamwork solves this issue is by adding an addition installation in the FMW_HOME/BITeamwork directory 

called PhantomJS to assist with the capture of the dashboard images before the final PDF is rendered when using the 

print options. Please ask Art of BI Software support for assistance with this step but the steps are as follows: 

1. Download PhantomJS for Windows from the download server link provided by Art of BI Software support 

2. Unzip the download file and move the phantomjs.exe|sh file to the path on the OBIEE server, 

<FMW_HOME>/BITeamwork/PhantomJS/bin/ folder 

The BITeamwork system should automatically recognize this file is in place and it will use it when necessary for 

assistance in capturing images and readying them for PDF printing. 

Limitations of the Dynamic Documentation (DynDoc) Feature 
The feature of BITeamwork to add dynamic dashboard documentation has very few limitations which are within the 

realm of metadata elaboration for the analytics system, OBIEE. From a technical perspective Art of BI Software can 

enhance the functionality of the feature working to extend the product as required by each customer engaging in Art 

of BI Software’s extended development services. Currently based on the product roadmap and current releases, until 

otherwise notified, the following limitations are considered a feature of the product’s release:  

● Limit of two dynamic dashboard documentation instances on any one dashboard page 

Further Learning 
Ultimately learning more about the dynamic dashboard documentation can be done simply by exploring the tool. 

Begin using the advanced editor to examine the capabilities a power user has to create, modify, and utilize the full 

real estate of the dashboard page that a dynamic dashboard document is used on. 

Furthermore, place a dynamic dashboard document on a dashboard page with one or more prompt selections. This 

will then provide the context sensitivity of the dynamic dashboard document concept to place. Such as when a 

prompt selection for “Year” is set to 2013 and a comment is authored, then when that prompt value is changed to 

2014, the dashboard document can change where if a comment was entered with that context it will render if not the 

superuser will be prompted to create a new entry. 

References 
This document leverages the Oracle provided OBIEE SampleApp data for the Oracle BI system whose metadata 

content is Open Source and readily available to Oracle customers and partners by downloading the Virtual Machines 

from the following link on the Oracle Technology Network (OTN). 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/bi-foundation/obiee-samples-167534.html 
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Provide Feedback 
We would very much appreciate an any feedback that you have concerning your installation, configuration, and 

actual usage, inputs, and interactions with BITeamwork.  Please use https://artofbi.zendesk.com/ to submit any 

general feedback, issues or concerns.  Please include the following information when you provide the feedback: 

❏ Name 

❏ Company Name 

❏ OBIEE Version 

❏ Database Version 

❏ If using an HTTP Web Tier or Proxy and what product (IIS, OHS, Apache, etc.) 

❏ If the OBIEE environment has any customizations, skins or styles, and which? 
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